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During collisionless, anti-parallel magnetic reconnection, the electron diffusion layer is the region of

both fieldline breaking and plasma mixing. Due to the in-plane electrostatic fields associated with

collisionless reconnection, the inflowing plasmas are accelerated towards the X-line and form

counter-streaming beams within the unmagnetized diffusion layer. This configuration is inherently

unstable to in-plane electrostatic streaming instabilities provided that there is sufficient scale

separation between the Debye length kD and the electron skin depth c/xpe. This scale separation has

hitherto not been well resolved in kinetic simulations. Using both 2D fully kinetic simulations and a

simple linear model, we demonstrate that these in-plane streaming instabilities generate Debye scale

turbulence within the electron diffusion layer at electron temperatures relevant to magnetic

reconnection both in the magnetosphere and in laboratory experiments. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4867868]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection is the fundamental process

wherein magnetic fieldlines break and release stored mag-

netic energy into plasma kinetic energy.1 Despite its preva-

lence, magnetic reconnection is not well understood and

remains one of the most perplexing problems in plasma

physics. Due to the predictive capabilities of modern com-

puter simulations and thorough measurements of reconnec-

tion layers both in laboratory experiments and in the

magnetosphere, significant progress has been made toward

understanding 2D collisionless reconnection. The decoupling

of the ions and electrons at scales below the ion skin depth

allows for fast reconnection in both fluid and kinetic mod-

els,2 suggesting that ion physics determines the reconnection

rate, despite electron physics being fundamentally responsi-

ble for the fieldline breaking. Ion scale reconnection physics

is well studied, and good agreement between simulations

and experiments has been reported.3–7

In contrast, on electron scales there remain significant

discrepancies between simulations and experiments on both

the structure of and force balance within the electron diffu-

sion layer.8 These discrepancies cannot be explained by ei-

ther finite collisionality or anomalous resistivity generated

by lower-hybrid drift instability (LHDI) turbulence.7,9 In

experiments, the physical process responsible for setting the

width of the electron diffusion layer has not been identified

despite significant effort. This suggests that it operates on

scales beyond the resolution of current diagnostics, effec-

tively limiting it to length scales equal to or smaller than the

electron skin-depth or frequencies greater than the lower-

hybrid frequency. One such possible mechanism is the pres-

ence of many small-scale flux ropes within the electron dif-

fusion layer.6,10 Recent measurements have observed flux

ropes on scales below the current sheet width,7 however,

there are no measurements that conclusively show that

volume-filling flux-ropes are the cause of the broad electron

diffusion layer observed.

Reports of the electron diffusion layer width from in-situ
observations are limited due to infrequent electron diffusion

layer crossings and the low time resolution of instruments on

current spacecraft. One such report11 seems to support the

simulation predictions of a thin electron diffusion layer, how-

ever, others suggest a broader diffusion layer more consistent

with experimental observations.12 With the upcoming launch

of the Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission (MMS), better time

resolution and more electron diffusion layer encounters will

provide a clearer understanding of the structure of the electron

diffusion layer in the magnetosphere.13

Because of these outstanding discrepancies, the approxi-

mations used in present day kinetic simulations of reconnec-

tion must be examined. Of the few approximations imposed,

the only one which, to date, has not been seriously examined

is the artificially low ratio of the speed of light to the electron

thermal speed, c/vthe, used. This parameter sets the scale sep-

aration between the electron skin-depth and the Debye

length, c/vthe¼ de/kD and so controls the coupling of Debye

scale and skin-depth scale physics. Validation of kinetic

codes has justified the low c/vthe approximation for studying

ion scale dynamics, however, this approximation is still used

even when studying electron scale dynamics which could, in

principle, be strongly affected by Debye scale physics.

On the Debye scale, perhaps the most important physi-

cal processes are the streaming instabilities including, for

example, the electron two-stream instability or the Buneman

instability.14 The relationship between the various linear

instability branches for two counter-streaming populations

has been summarized in the literature.15 In the context of

reconnection theory, Che et al.16 have discussed the growth

of Buneman instability within the electron diffusion layer

due to strong parallel streaming in the presence of a guide

field, and Goldman et al.17 have discussed the generation of
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electron holes along the separatricies, again due to parallel

streaming in the presence of a guide field.

Electron holes are long-lived nonlinear structures which

represent a solitary solution to the Vlasov-Poisson system.

During magnetic reconnection, laboratory experiments have

observed electron holes in the presence of a strong guide

field.21 During anti-parallel reconnection, an electric field

inversion layer embedded within the unmagnetized electron

diffusion layer, along with an associated electron hole, was

identified by Chen.22 This hole is an intrinsic feature of the

current sheet and thus is very different than traditional

instability-driven holes.

Typically, semi-implicit or explicit kinetic codes adopt

c/vthe� 10 due to the significant reduction in computational

cost that this allows. Recent work with a fully implicit

code23,24 has allowed for this parameter to be higher,

c/vthe� 20–30, but also used extremely large cell sizes and

time steps such that Debye scale physics is not resolved.

In addition to reconnection physics, detailed electron

kinetics within current sheets are important in understanding

the dissipation processes in large-scale collisionless turbu-

lence. In particular, large scale kinetic simulations have sug-

gested that in 2D collisionless turbulence, thin current sheets

are the primary sites of dissipation.25 As with reconnection

simulations, these kinetic simulations use an artificially high

electron temperature, so that Debye scale physics is elimi-

nated within the current sheets.

Here, we perform the first detailed study of the role of

Debye scale physics on the structure of the electron diffusion

layer in 2D anti-parallel reconnection. Resolving the scale

separation between the Debye scale and the skin depth

allows an instability to grow which breaks the electric field

inversion layer down into multiple Debye scale holes. These

secondary electron holes interact nonlinearly to drive turbu-

lence within the diffusion layer. This is fundamentally differ-

ent than the laminar model typically associated with the

electron diffusion layer, however, in 2D this turbulence can-

not directly affect the large scale reconnection physics. In

3D, it is possible that this turbulence could generate anoma-

lous resistivity either directly or through secondary instabil-

ities such as the formation of small-scale flux ropes.

II. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

In order to study the regime of large c/vthe, several 2D,

fully kinetic, collisionless simulations were done using an

existing electromagnetic PIC code26 either using the Harris

equilibrium in a periodic box, or using the global Magnetic

Reconnection Experiment (MRX) geometry.5,27 The MRX

geometry is a 2D driven system designed to model the

MRX.28 Unlike the Harris equilibrium, no current sheet is

initially imposed such that the resulting current sheet is

formed entirely by the drive scheme employed.

In both geometries, both the initial ratio of plasma to

magnetic pressure, b � 8pnT=B2
0, and the ratio of ion to elec-

tron temperature Ti/Te are held fixed. This implies that chang-

ing c/vthe is equivalent to changing the frequency ratio xpe/Xe.

Typical values for these parameters at sites of reconnection

are listed in Table I. In order to study the fundamental physics

introduced by changing the scale separation, we consider only

the idealized case of collisionless, anti-parallel reconnection

with equal ion and electron temperatures, Ti/Te¼ 1.

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition is a severe restric-

tion on the allowable timesteps in the large c/vthe limit, so a

semi-implicit algorithm was used to solve Maxwell’s equa-

tions.26,29 In order to resolve all plasma physics, timesteps, Dt,
were chosen such that Dt vthe � 0:175Dx, and, with the excep-

tion of case 7, cell sizes were chosen such that Debye scale

physics is well resolved, Dx¼ 0.8kD for cases 1–4.

For the Harris sheet cases, we consider only anti-parallel

reconnection, such that in our coordinate system the initial

magnetic field is given by Bz ¼ B0 tanh ðx=LÞ, where L is the

initial current sheet thickness. The initial temperature profile

is uniform, and so to ensure force balance, the initial density

profile is given by n ¼ n0 sech ðx=LÞ2 þ nb. Length scales are

normalized to the initial electron skin depth de0 ¼ c=xpe0,

where x2
pe0 ¼ 4pn0e2=me, and time is normalized by the ini-

tial upstream ion cyclotron frequency Xi0 ¼ eB0=mic. For the

cases considered here, the simulation domain is 10di0 � 20di0

with periodic boundary conditions in z and conducting walls

in x. The upstream density is fixed at nb/n0¼ 0.3. Finally, in

order to seed single X-line reconnection, an initial long wave-

length perturbation was also applied.

For the MRX geometry, details of the drive scheme and

boundary conditions are given in Dorfman et al.5 The initial

equilibrium is uniform in both density and temperature, with

the magnetic field profile given by the vacuum field solution

for the two flux-core coils inside of the perfectly conducting

box. The length scales, normalized to the initial ion skin-

depth, are matched to the actual MRX experiment, and the

time is normalized by the initial ion cyclotron frequency,

with the magnetic field measured at Z0/2 upstream of the

X-point. Here Z0 denotes the separation between the two

surfaces of the flux cores, which with our choice of parame-

ters is given by Z0¼ 7.8di0. The drive time is fixed at

sXi0¼ 150, such that the ratio of Alfv�en time to drive time is

given by sA/s¼ 0.052. Finally, for all but one case presented

here, the mass ratio is mi/me¼ 25. A summary of all relevant

parameters is given in Table II.

III. DEBYE SCALE INSTABILITIES

Before discussing the electron physics in detail, we first

demonstrate that introducing significant scale separation

TABLE I. Typical electron density, reconnecting magnetic field strength,

and upstream electron temperature for sites of magnetic reconnection, as

well as the key dimensionless parameters associated with these quantities.

Adapted from Ji and Daughton20 and references therein, as well as the in-

situ observations referenced.

ne [cm�3] B [nT] Te [eV] xpe/Xe c/vthe

Magnetotail18 0.1–1 10 100–1000 10–30 20–70

Magnetopause11 10–20 20–100 100–300 10–70 40–70

Solar Corona 1010 2� 107 200 1–2 50

Solar wind19 10–20 5–10 12 100–150 200

MRX (1–10)� 1013 2� 107 5–10 50–200 220–320

Typical PIC <10 10
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between the Debye length and the electron skin-depth causes

a significant qualitative change in the internal structure of the

electron diffusion layer. In Figure 1, the structure of the elec-

tron diffusion layer in cases 5 and 6 is compared. The only pa-

rameter changed between these two simulations is the ratio of

the electron skin depth to the Debye length, or equivalently

the electron temperature de=kD ¼ c=vthe. Clearly, changing

the scale separation has introduced new physics which breaks

the laminar structure of the electron diffusion layer. Key

observations about the observed small scale structures are:

1. The observed electrostatic structures are Debye scale.

Above a critical value of c/vthe, these structures are

observed, and the typical wavenumbers are in the range

kxkD¼ 0.1–0.3. This suggests that their linear origin must

be an electrostatic instability.

2. The structures are nonlinear electron holes.22 As can be

seen in the phase space contours of Figure 1, there are

phase space holes within the diffusion layer. These elec-

tron holes create the series of potential hills shown in the

upper panels of the same figure.

3. The electron holes are dynamic and interact with each

other to generate microturbulence within the diffusion

layer. Typical amplitudes of these electron holes are on

the order of e/=Te0 � 1, and particle trapping can cause

density perturbations up to dn/n� 1. This is qualitatively

different than the stationary electrostatic structures

observed at low c/vthe, which have been previously

reported.22

4. The fluctuations associated with the electron holes are

nonlinearly electromagnetic. Particle trapping due to the

intense electric fields generated by these electron holes

and subsequent acceleration by the reconnection electric

field leads to significantly enhanced current density in

localized regions. Locally, the current density can be

enhanced by as much as a factor of 2, as will be discussed

in Sec. VI B.

5. There are two distinct modes present within the diffusion

layer as shown in Figure 1(c). In addition to the electron

holes, a fast mode propagating predominantly in the out-

flow direction is also present within the diffusion layer.

TABLE II. Simulation parameters for the cases presented here.

Number Geometry Lx/di Lz/di Dx/kDe0 Dz/kDe0 Particles mi/me Ti/Te nb/n0 xpe/Xe c/vthe

1 Harris 10 20 0.8 0.8 3.5� 108 25 1 0.3 4 8

2 Harris 10 20 0.8 0.8 1.4� 109 25 1 0.3 8 16

3 Harris 10 20 0.8 0.8 5.6� 109 25 1 0.3 16 32

4 Harris 10 20 0.8 0.8 2.2� 1010 25 1 0.3 32 64

5 MRX 15 30 1 1 109 25 1 … 1 8

6 MRX 15 30 1.6 1.6 3.6� 1010 25 1 … 8 64

7 MRX 15 30 2.5 2.5 9� 109 100 1 … 8 62

FIG. 1. Comparison between cases 5 and 6. A distinct qualitative change is seen in both (a) fluid variables and (b) reduced phase space at z¼ 0 due to the intro-

duction of Debye scale physics. The normalizations used are ne=n0; e/=Te0; Pexx=neTe0, and Jy=en0vthe0. Particle distribution functions are integrated over

61de in ẑ. (c) The electric field fluctuation spectrum in case 6, normalized to the peak power.
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For the parameter regime studied here, this mode is not

the dominant mode and so will not be discussed further.

In the following sections, we will demonstrate that this

new instability is a general feature of collisionless, anti-

parallel reconnection, independent of simulation geometry

and fundamentally arises due to the in-plane motion of both

electrons and ions.

IV. MULTISTREAM INSTABILITIES

When there is not a significant separation between the

Debye length and the electron skin depth, the meandering

orbits of the inflowing electrons across the field reversal

causes the formation of the electric field inversion layer and

associated phase space hole.22 On ion scales, the Hall effect

causes charge separation and the formation of the well-

known ion-scale potential well. The Hall potential well then

accelerates ions towards the X-line, forming counter-

streaming ion beams. These multi-scale reconnection fea-

tures lead to non-Maxwellian distributions at the X-line

which, for each species, can be well approximated by two

distinct counter-streaming populations in the region where

the magnetic field is weak.

The significant free energy available in these streaming

populations can destabilize multistream instabilities.

Multistream instabilities have been previously studied in the

context of double-layers,15 but the regimes previously stud-

ied are not applicable within the electron diffusion layer.

A. 1D linear model

As a model for the electron diffusion layer in the anti-

parallel limit, we assume that the reduced ion and electron

distribution functions, f(x, vx), can each be approximated by

two Maxwellians drifting in the 6x̂ direction,

fsðvx; xÞ ¼
n0ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

vths

"
dn exp � vx � Usð Þ2

2v2
ths

 !

þð1� dnÞ exp � vx þ Usð Þ2

2v2
ths

 !#
; (1)

where dn is a parameter between 0 and 1 which determines the

density asymmetry of the streaming populations. As shown in

Figure 2, with the exception of the electron distribution func-

tion in the Harris sheet cases, this model approximates the dis-

tribution functions measured in the simulations well.

In general, n0, vths, dn, and Us are all dependent on x,

however, the inhomogeneity length scale is the electron

skin-depth. In the limit c/vthe ! 1, the inhomogeneity is

negligible for short wavelength modes and all parameters

may be treated as spatially constant. Furthermore, the mag-

netic field is weak very near the X-line, so we assume the

plasma is unmagnetized in this region. The reconnection

electric field is in general not negligible, however, it is not

essential in understanding the basic linear instability within

the reconnection plane and so we neglect it.

Under these approximations, the linear dispersion rela-

tion for electrostatic modes is given by30

2k2 ¼ dn Z00
xffiffiffi
2
p

k
� Ûe

� �
þ ð1� dnÞZ00

xffiffiffi
2
p

k
þ Ûe

� �

þ s2 dn Z00
xlsffiffiffi

2
p

k
� Ûi

� �
þ ð1� dnÞZ00

xlsffiffiffi
2
p

k
þ Ûi

� �� �
;

(2)

where Z0 is that standard plasma dispersion function.31 Here,

the following dimensionless variables are used:

x=xpe ! x kkDe ! k
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mi=me

p
! l

Ue=
ffiffiffi
2
p

vTe ! Ûe Ui=
ffiffiffi
2
p

vTi ! Ûi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=Ti

p
! s (3)

and xpe and kDe are computed using the total density, n0.

If we now specialize to the case of symmetric reconnec-

tion, then there should be zero net in-plane current near the

X-line and all the beams should have approximately equal

density, dn¼ 1/2. Stability boundaries and growth rates have

been calculated for this case, and examples are given for

Ti¼Te in Figure 3. Within the parameter regime of interest,

there are two unstable branches for this symmetric configura-

tion. One, labeled ee – ii, is purely growing, while the other,

labeled e – ico is a propagating mode.

In the limit of large drift velocities, the instability boun-

daries shown in Figure 3(a) are well approximated by those

of standard two-stream instabilities. For two counter-

streaming populations a and b with equal Debye lengths,

naTb ¼ nbTa, the minimum relative drift velocity, Vd,

required for instability is given by15,32

Vdffiffiffi
2
p

vtha

¼ 0:92 1þ xpb

xpa

� �
; (4)

where xpa and vtha are the plasma frequency and thermal ve-

locity of species a. Similarly, xpb is the plasma frequency of

species b. From this relation, the stability boundary for the

purely growing mode is easily understood as the requirement

that both the electron-electron two-stream instability

(a¼ b¼ e) and the ion-ion two-stream instability (a¼ b¼ i)
are unstable.

FIG. 2. In blue, the measured distribution functions near the X-line for cases

4 and 6, and in red the best fit to the model distribution function (1). The

proposed model works well in most cases, however there is some discrep-

ancy in modeling electrons in the Harris geometry.
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Likewise, the instability boundary for the propagating

mode is found to be well approximated by the requirement

that the co-moving electron and ion populations are unstable

to the Buneman instability (a¼ e, b¼ i). For electron drifts

well above the threshold, this mode becomes purely growing

for long wavelengths, although this is not the parameter re-

gime of interest here.

At low drift velocities, these approximations to the insta-

bility boundary break down since three- and four-stream inter-

actions must be taken into account. This is the parameter

regime relevant to the electron diffusion layer where typically

Ûe � 1; Ûi � 1. Example dispersion relations for the two

modes at the parameters Ûi ¼ Ûe ¼ 1 are shown in Figure

3(b). There, the growth rate of the purely growing mode is set

by the ion dynamics and so scales with xpi. In contrast, the

Buneman-like mode has a growth rate which scales with xpe.

B. 1D nonlinear evolution

While it is well known that the 1D nonlinear evolution

of two-stream instabilities generates phase space holes,33,34

it is worthwhile to examine the nonlinear evolution of these

multistream instabilities. Simple 1D simulations were per-

formed in a short (3de) periodic box in order to exclude pos-

sible electromagnetic modes. Two examples at the

parameters Ûe ¼ s ¼ 1; Ûi ¼ 1:5, and c=vthe ¼ 64 are

shown in Figure 4 for both a reduced mass ratio and

hydrogen mass ratio. The electric field is normalized to the

electric field due to electron trapping, defined by35,36

Et ¼
me

e

32

3p

� �2 c2
max

kmax
(5)

and time is normalized to the linear growth rate of the fastest

growing mode.

For the hydrogen mass ratio case shown, the Buneman-

like mode is the fastest growing mode, whereas at low mass

ratio, only the purely growing mode is unstable. Despite this,

the linear growth of both cases is well described by the fastest

purely growing mode allowed. The saturated electric field is

larger than that estimated by (5) since both ions and electrons

provide free energy for the growing mode, but particle trap-

ping is still the mechanism for saturation in these 1D cases.

In higher dimensions, the nonlinear evolution will be

fundamentally different due to the possibility of quasilinear-

diffusion in velocity space,35 as well as detrapping of par-

ticles due to a finite length of these structures. For the two-

stream instability, it has been shown that the saturated state

of the instability does not have coherent phase space holes in

2D or 3D.34 This result, however, is not directly applicable

to the electron diffusion layer, where the geometry and

boundary conditions are fundamentally different.

V. ONSET OF INSTABILITY

A. Dominant modes

Both the small scale structures shown in Figure 1 and the

linear theory presented demonstrate that the characteristic

wavelengths are of Debye scale. The typical wavenumber of

FIG. 3. (a) Stability boundaries for the parameter region of interest and

s¼ 1. (b) Dispersion relation for the purely growing mode (top row) and the

Buneman-like mode (bottom row), at the parameters Ûe ¼ Û i ¼ s ¼ 1, for

both a reduced mass ratio and hydrogen mass ratio. Note that the growth

rate of the Buneman-like mode at the reduced mass ratio is enhanced by a

factor of 100 for clarity.

FIG. 4. Example 1D PIC simulations of the multistream instabilities, see

text for parameters. (a) Peak electric field normalized to the electron trap-

ping field for the fastest growing mode. Time is normalized to the fastest

growth rate, and in black the linear growth rate for the dominant purely

growing mode is shown. (b) Electron phase space contours after saturation

occurs.
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these modes is kxkD� 0.2, consistent with both the linear

theory predictions shown in Figure 3(b) and the simulation

results, Figure 6(a). This implies the wavelength of these

modes is approximately 30kD. Now in order for this mode to

be unstable, electrons are required to maintain their

counter-streaming structure along the entire wavelength. If

this were not the case, so that there was a significant electron

population near the wave phase velocity (i.e., near vx¼ 0),

then this population would be free to screen out the growing

space charge associated with the wave field. This would result

in the wave being stabilized by electron Debye shielding.

The length scale of the electric field inversion layer and

associated electron phase-space hole is determined by the

electron meandering orbits, and so is of de scale,22 although

still smaller than the current layer width. This implies a mini-

mum scale separation of de=kD ¼ c=vthe � 30 in order for

instability to develop.

In order to test this prediction, we performed 4 simula-

tions using the Harris geometry and kept all parameters fixed

except for the electron temperature, see cases 1–4. Contours

of both the electrostatic potential and the reduced electron

phase space f(x, vx) at z¼ 0 are shown in Figure 5 for the

time tXi0¼ 20. There is a clear bifurcation of the inversion

layer into two distinct electron holes in case 3 and a further

bifurcation into 4 electron holes in case 4. This is consistent

with the predictions from linear theory and demonstrates that

these modes are fundamentally of Debye scale. These multi-

ple Debye scale electron holes are fundamentally different in

that they are dynamic and can interact with each other to

generate microturbulence within the layer.

Since these simulations are 2D, it is not possible for the

turbulence to significantly alter the out-of-plane force bal-

ance via anomalous resistivity. As a result, both the recon-

nection rate and layer width are insensitive to c/vthe.

Furthermore, the beam temperatures and drift speeds found

by fitting the distribution function at the X-line to (1) are

also independent of c/vthe above the instability threshold, so

that the presence of multiple modes is due purely to

increased scale separation rather than changing parameters.

B. Linear growth rates

Since the growth rates predicted by linear theory scale

with the ion plasma frequency, whereas reconnection dy-

namics occur on the ion cyclotron time scale, the onset of

these instabilities should be very rapid. A consequence of

this is that from the perspective of studying reconnection dy-

namics, it is the saturated, nonlinear behavior that is of inter-

est. Nevertheless, studying the linear onset of these

instabilities is important in order to demonstrate the funda-

mental physics involved. Here, we consider two cases at

c/vthe¼ 64, one in the MRX geometry (case 6) and one in the

Harris geometry (case 4).

In case 6, linear theory predicts that instability should

develop near the time range tXi0¼ 30–32, and using the

measured distribution function at tXi0¼ 32, the dominant

mode should be kxkDe0¼ 0.17 with a linear growth rate of

c¼ 0.01xpi0. Background noise within the diffusion layer is

significant enough to obscure the initial onset of instability,

however once the electric field rises above this background

at tXi0¼ 32.5, it grows with a growth rate matching that of

linear theory almost exactly.

In case 4, our idealized model for the electron distribu-

tion function does not match the measured distribution func-

tion well, as shown in Figure 2, so we do not expect the

linear theory presented to be as accurate. Well before the

predicted onset of instability, there is clear growth of the

FIG. 5. Comparison of runs 1-4 (a) electrostatic potential and reduced elec-

tron phase space during the nonlinear phase. For easier comparison, a con-

stant has been added to / such that in the region shown the mean is zero.

For runs 1 and 2, our results reproduce those of Chen et al.22 Both the recon-

nection rate (b) and time averaged model parameters (c) are insensitive to

c/vthe. The model parameters are computed by fitting the reduced distribution

functions to (1) and are smoothed in time to remove transient fluctuations

due to the motion of electron holes.
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kxkDe0¼ 0.1 mode, see Figure 6(a), however, this does not

translate into an increase in the total field energy within the

diffusion layer. As shown in Figure 2, the electron distribu-

tion function in case 4 is not well modeled by (1), especially

near vx¼ 0. More recently, we have used a more accurate

model of the electron distribution function instead of (1), and

have found additional unstable electron modes with growth

rates on the order of the electron plasma frequency (not

shown). It is likely that it is these modes which are responsi-

ble for the observed kxkDe0¼ 0.1 fluctuations.

The simple model presented here predicts the onset of

instability between tXi0 ¼ 17� 17:2, which is consistent

with the observed growth of the total field energy. Using the

measured drift speeds and temperatures at tXi0¼ 17.2, the

maximum growth rate is cmax ¼ 2:5� 10�3xpi0, however

this occurs at a long wavelength kxkDe0¼ 0.069. Due to the

inhomogeneities and the initial electron mode, the

kxkDe0¼ 0.1 mode is dominant, and so the energy growth

should be determined by the slower growth rate of this

mode, c ¼ 1:6� 10�3xpi0. As shown in Figure 6, this

growth rate matches the observed growth rate well.

VI. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION

A. Saturation

Since the nonlinear saturation of these modes occurs

shortly after onset, the amplitude of these modes on

timescales relevant to reconnection is set by the nonlinear

response. In 1D, the nonlinear saturated amplitude due to

trapping is determined by Eq. (5), which, recalling that the

linear growth rate scales with xpi, implies that the saturated

amplitude decreases linearly with mass ratio.

In 2D, however, this does not appear to be the case, as

Eq. (5) implies that saturated electron holes would be much

smaller than those observed. Furthermore, Figure 7 shows

that electron holes with comparable amplitudes are observed

in both cases (6) and (7), so that mass ratio may not play an

important role in determining the saturated amplitude of

these modes. Here we argue that for the parameter regime

studied, the nonlinear saturated amplitude is due to ion dy-

namics, and is set by the depth of the ion-scale potential well

responsible for driving the counter-streaming ions.

In order to maintain a potential hill with amplitude /0

and width L, a net space charge must be maintained at the

center of the electron hole.

q0 ¼ eðni � neÞ �
/0

4pL2
: (6)

On electron timescales, ions are static so ni is constant and

this constraint leads to the width-amplitude inequality for

electron holes.37 However, on ion timescales, ni may vary. In

the electron diffusion layer, ions are continually exhausted

into the outflow and are replenished by the inflowing ion

beams. If the ion beams are of lower energy than e/0, then

FIG. 6. Electric field energy within the diffusion layer due to the multistream instability. Here, the diffusion layer is defined as the box centered at the X-point

with a half length of 5de and a half width of 3de for the MRX case (run 6) and 2.5de for the Harris case (run 4). (a) Wavenumber spectra as a function of time.

(b) Total electric field energy contained within the diffusion layer and in modes with kxde � 1. The time window during which the linear theory predicts multi-

stream instabilities to become unstable is highlighted in teal. In red, the value of 3/2
H is shown, where /H is the depth of the ion potential well, as discussed in

Sec. VI A. (c) Electric field energy near the observed onset of instability. The growth rate of the fastest growing mode is shown in black, and the growth rate of

the kxkDe0¼ 0.1 mode is shown in purple.
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ions are fully reflected and cannot penetrate into the electron

hole. Then, due to the loss of ions to the exhaust, the ampli-

tude will decay. The energy of the ion beams is set by the

Hall electric fields, so on ion timescales the scaling /0 � /H

should hold. This suggests that the total field energy con-

tained in a single electron hole should scale as

E2
x

8p
� /2

0

L2
� /2

H

L2
: (7)

As shown in Figure 6(b), this scaling holds in the two cases

considered and is expected to hold provided that the satu-

rated amplitude due to electron physics is larger than the

potential well depth. Here the potential well depth is directly

measured at z¼ 0, by taking the difference between the max-

imum / located between 0.5 and 1di upstream and the mini-

mum / between 60.5di.

Under an assumption of quasi-steady state, the in-plane

potential can be estimated by integrating Ohm’s law along

the inflow. Here, we make a distinction between the ion-

scale Hall potential well and the electron scale potential

structures, and so we begin integrating from the edge of the

electric field inversion layer, roughly at x¼ de, rather than

from the X-point. As a result, electron inertia terms are neg-

ligible and so

e/H

Te
¼ � 1

Te

ðdi

de

1

ne

JyBz

c
� r � Pe½ 	x

� �
dx: (8)

In the limit of a diagonal pressure tensor, the role of the pres-

sure tensor term is to remove the effects of diamagnetic

drift.38 Under the additional assumptions of uniform density

and massive ions, the Hall potential well depth is given by39

e/H

Te
¼ 1

be

þ DTe

Te
; (9)

where DTe is the change in electron temperature across the

inflow region. Although this formula was experimentally

tested and shown to hold,39 this is not expected to hold

exactly in kinetic simulations where density is not uniform

throughout the inflow and the pressure tensor has off-

diagonal terms. Nevertheless, this formula suggests that the

Hall potential well depth will be larger and this instability

will be stronger at lower values of be; again provided that

saturation is determined by ion physics and not by electron

physics. This is consistent with our results where case 6 has

a larger potential well, lower value of be, and a significantly

stronger instability than case 4.

B. Particle trapping

Due to the presence of both large amplitude and small

scale electron holes, intense electric fields are present within

the diffusion layer. These electric fields can trap particles

within the electron holes, leading to the formation of local-

ized regions with significantly enhanced particle and current

density. Furthermore, continual acceleration of trapped par-

ticles by the reconnection electric field reinforces the current

density perturbation, leading to a very intense out-of-plane

current. This localized current spike can be as large as twice

the background current in some cases. An example of such a

perturbation is shown in Figure 8.

Despite the intense currents generated, the perturbations

do not directly affect the magnetic field topology. This is

counter-intuitive since one would expect that these localized

current spikes should in fact form small-scale, topologically

distinct islands. In fact, recent measurements in MRX have

shown that magnetic islands or flux ropes exist down to

scales below the layer thickness.6 However, in order to form

islands, new null-lines must be formed. This places a con-

straint on the size of the perturbations and the current density

required in order to form islands, and this constraint is not

met in our current 2D simulations which all employed artifi-

cial mass ratios in the range mi/me¼ 25–100. However, it is

FIG. 7. Electrostatic potential at z¼ 0 and tXi0¼ 86 for cases 6 and 7. Large

amplitude electron holes are still present at mi/me¼ 100.

FIG. 8. Intense current perturbations are associated with electron trapping in

Debye scale electron holes. Top: out-of plane current density normalized to

the initial electron thermal speed, taken from case 6. Bottom: electron den-

sity and current density along the illustrated cut, both normalized to peak

values. Note that unlike Harris profiles, current sheets generated within the

MRX geometry typically have hollow density profiles, and this is not an

effect of the instability.
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possible that in 3D, and with realistic parameters, these fluc-

tuations could seed the formation of flux ropes.

Even if flux ropes are not produced by this instability,

the ability to trap particles in small-scale electrostatic struc-

tures rather than magnetic structures is interesting in its own

right. Many existing theories for particle acceleration during

magnetic reconnection rely on trapping in magnetic

islands40,41 and may also be applicable to particles trapped in

small-scale electrostatic structures. Such an investigation is,

however, beyond the scope of the current work.

VII. COLLISIONAL EFFECTS

All of the simulations above are collisionless, and are of

direct applicability to the magnetosphere, but the real MRX

experiment has finite collisionality. For this instability to be

relevant in explaining experimental observations, the role of

finite collisionality must be examined.

Formally, the criteria for the validity of the collisionless

Vlasov equation is given by30

ðkkmf pÞ1=3 
 1: (10)

Using the typical MRX parameters listed in Table I gives

that kmfp;e=kD ¼ xpe=�ee � 3500, and thus in MRX the colli-

sionless Vlasov equation is valid for modes satisfying

ðkkDÞ1=3 
 0:066: (11)

This suggests that collisional modifications to the linear evo-

lution of these modes are not large. A more serious restric-

tion comes from the accessibility of these modes under finite

collisionality. Specifically, since both ion scale and electron

scale dynamics are necessary in order to generate the ini-

tially unstable distributions, even weak collisionality may be

sufficient to prevent the unstable distributions of the type in

(1) from forming.

In order to test the accessibility of these modes under

weak collisionality, we have performed a series of simula-

tions in the MRX geometry using a standard algorithm to

model the Landau collision operator42,43 using the explicit

particle in cell code VPIC.44,45 These simulations were per-

formed at a high thermal speed c/vthe¼ 8, and at two differ-

ent mass ratios mi/me¼ 100, 400 and values of b0¼ 1/16

1/32. While these simulations are expected to be stable due

to a lack of scale separation, they can be used to diagnose

the accessibility of these instabilities by examining the nor-

malized in-plane drift speeds at the X-point, Ûe and Ûi.

For the parameters chosen, Ûi is always large, such that

the stability threshold is approximately that of the electron

two-stream instability, namely Ûe � 0:92. We have empiri-

cally found that the parameter Ûe depends only on the

dimensionless quantity E=ðEDb?eÞ. Here the superscript ? is

used to denote quantities computed using the reconnecting

magnetic field at 1 d (current-sheet half-width) upstream and

densities and temperatures measured at the center of the cur-

rent sheet, and ED is the Dreicer electric field given by

ED ¼
me

e
�evthe: (12)

The results from these collisional cases are shown in Figure 9.

For reference, MRX discharges have been reported with

E=ðEDb?eÞ � 100, however, these are achieved only through

very low b?e and a spatially varying guide-field.6 More typical

discharges in MRX have E=ðEDb?eÞ � 5, well below the sta-

bility threshold found in this study.6,39

While these results suggest that a majority of MRX

experiments are stable, we would caution that applicability

of these results to the MRX experiment is not clear.

Fundamentally, these simulations still do not agree with ex-

perimental measurements of force balance and electron layer

width.5,6,9 As a result, the effect of a broad diffusion layer on

the accessibility of these modes is unknown.

The impact of these discrepancies on our results is not

negligible. For instance, in the simulations, the curl-free vac-

uum field is not small compared to the reconnecting mag-

netic field and so the normalization convention used here

includes the vacuum field in the calculation of b?e . In the

experiments, however, the vacuum component is negligible

and so it is not included in b?e . Including only the reconnect-

ing magnetic field in our normalization would shift all of the

above data points to the left by roughly a factor of 2. This

alone is not sufficient to bring the typical MRX discharge

into the unstable region, but instead demonstrates one possi-

ble way in which the predicted stability boundary can be

modified.

While the accessibility of these modes in current genera-

tion reconnection experiments is questionable, future experi-

ments, such as those suggested by Ji and Daughton,20 will be

able to reach the lower collisionalities needed to access these

modes.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Here, we have presented evidence for the presence of

Debye scale electrostatic turbulence within the electron

FIG. 9. Results of collisional simulations. Blue data points have mi/me

¼ 400, red points have mi/me¼ 100. Squares have b0¼ 1/16 and circles have

b0¼ 1/32.
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diffusion layer. Previous work has shown that 3D electrostatic

turbulence can be generated via parallel streaming instabil-

ities,16 and that such turbulence can affect electron heating

within the diffusion layer. This work is fundamentally differ-

ent from these out-of-plane instabilities in that the instabilities

discussed here are due to in-plane, cross-field streaming in a

region of weak magnetic field. Furthermore, unlike streaming

instabilities on the separatrices,17 these instabilities are local-

ized within the diffusion layer where the presence of signifi-

cant anomalous resistivity is needed in order to explain

experimental observations. Finally, unlike all other previous

discussions on streaming instabilities during reconnection, this

instability does not require a guide field in order to operate.

Preliminary work suggests that in 2D very weak guide fields

of above 5% of the reconnecting magnetic field act to suppress

this instability. This is consistent with previous simulations

which showed the disappearance of the electric field inversion

layer with weak guide fields.46

The fundamental mechanism for instability is a multi-

stream instability due to the interaction of the electron-

electron and ion-ion two stream instabilities. The ions play

the major role, setting both the growth rate and, for the cases

studied here, the saturated amplitude of the generated elec-

tron holes. These unstable distributions are naturally gener-

ated during active, collisionless reconnection both in the

idealized Harris geometry and in the driven current sheets

present in the MRX geometry. Thus, this instability seems to

be a general feature of anti-parallel, collisionless reconnec-

tion in the cool (Te � 500 eV) limit.

The nonlinear evolution of these instabilities generates

multiple Debye scale electron holes localized within the

electron diffusion layer. While electron holes have been

observed both in space47 and in laboratory experiments,21

none of these observations have been within an active elec-

tron diffusion layer during anti-parallel reconnection and so

cannot be directly compared with the predictions made here.

Particle trapping within electron holes leads to intense,

localized current perturbations within the diffusion layer.

While such perturbations are relatively passive in 2D, sec-

ondary instabilities could be generated due to these perturba-

tions in 3D. In particular, it seems plausible that they could

be sites of particle acceleration and the seeds for small-scale

flux ropes.

Fundamentally, our results demonstrate that the internal

structure of the diffusion layer may not be laminar in the pa-

rameter regimes relevant to reconnection in the magneto-

sphere. With the upcoming launch of MMS, collisionless

electron physics will be an important area of focus, but

understanding and interpreting MMS data may require fully

kinetic modeling with realistic scale separation between the

electron skin depth and the Debye length.
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